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SUMMARY 
-
.---···---------·---------- -------
An equilibrium still which may be used to ~etermine 
. v~or-liquid equilibrium, the equilibrium pressure and tem-
per8lture, the isobSll'ic hea.t of VSl.poriZ'a.tion mt the· vapor 
composftion of the system has been successfully testedo 
Vapor .. liquid equi]ibriunr data for the ethanoI.-water system 
compared with those of other· investigators on a. temperature ... 
composition diagram showed a maximum deviation of !002·0 c in 
the liquid phase and '!:o,6°0 in the vapor pha.seo Activity 
coefficientfr. calculated from experimental data showed et max-
imum deviation of 2% from the values of other investiga.torso 
Thermodynamic consistency of the data was checked$ and the 
ciata. were found to fit the van Laar equation and ·to satisfy 
the Reafil.ich-Kister criteria. for consistency wt thin 4%o La= 
tent' heat data were found to agree wl thin 2% with that of 
other investiga:.torso 
The still as designed by Koechert is described in 
. brief, and improvements to the, a.pparatuS' Sll'e discussedo 
Thermodynamic considel:'a.tions involved in vapor-liquid 
equilibrium and latent hea.t measuI'ements· are outlinedo 
' 
' 'f
. \ 
- 1:1 \ . i}fa::z~\.·~,
1
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INTRODUCTION 
The determination of the vapor-liqutd phase 
equilibrium and the enthalpy of ·a mixture is imper"". 
tent for both industrial design calculations and theo= 
retical comprehension of the thermodynamics of solu:::nns 
and pha9e equilibrium. Determination of thermodynamic 
properties· is also of utility to many industrial proce;3ses-
in determining minimum work or heat associated wl::J & 
given change in the sys temo 
Phase equilibrium data in conjunction va th asso,:-::.ated 
enthalpy varues can be used to construct an entir0e 0mthalpy-
concentration diagram for graphical s-olutim s of b:tnary 
dl stillation problems or may be used in tabular form for 
analytical solutions. The thermodynamic data required to 
establish graphical or analytical relationships is s:cat~ 
tered throughout the li tera.ture, frequently inadequate 9 s,~-~d 
most often non ... existanto Therefore, diagra:ms for only a 
few binary systems have been constructedo Furthermore 9 
if more than one interrelated thermodynamic property can 
be measured simultaneously one the same apparatus, a good 
cheek on internal consi~tency of data existso Such a& 
91pparatus· is described hereino 
To completely define the enthalpy-composition net 0 
work of a sy~em, the following data are necessaryi · 
. ' 
· I 
.; 
·., ,i' 
·!1. 
. "·.· .- . :•,,· ~ 
·--3-
a4 For the liquid phase== isobaric specific heats or 
. the pure components 9 -hea.ts of solution of the com.;., 
ponentg. at a reference temperature and pressure 9 
and isobaric specific heats of the mi-xture from 
some reference temi;:erature and pressure to the bub= 
ble point of the system. 
bo For the vapor phase== isobaric latent heats of 
vaporization of the mixture at the referenc~ presQ 
sure and vapor=liquid equilibrium datao 
The present apparatus is designed to measure all the 
data required to complete the vapor phase structurer however, 
~ince- a reference s:aturated lieµ id (bubble point.) line 
must be e2rtablished~ the N,mainder o_f the necessary da..ta 
• 
mus-t be either calculated or expe·rimentally determined by 
another meanso The latter alternative was considered be= 
yond the scope of the inittal investigation so that vapor,:, 
liqi id equilibrium and enthalpy measurements· were restric= 
ted to systems for which the bubble point line could be 
calculatedo 
The· description and design criteria of the apparatus 
described in this report are reported by Koeckert (12) 
for .the equilibrium still, This apparatus represents the 
comple_te revision of equipment wp.ich was constructed and 
operated to test the basic features of the designo The 
repor_t describes thermodynamic considerations of the ap= 
' I 
'' l: 
·i ' 
I ' 
''' 
- ----- --~ -- -------·-
·----------
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paratus f;tl d the results of ates t run with the ethanol-
water systel'!'l, In general, attention is confined to non~ 
electrolytic binary vapor-liquid systems at equilibrj_urn. 
Non-idealities in the vapor phase were not consitered. 
, I 
. ! 
- --· ··-------··--
- - -.- ~ ------
·----- --- -- --·--
- ---·-·--
··--------· -·· --:-=--.:- . ..,__ -
·- , ........ ~.-:·.-_,.- .. ·.-- ·:.' :,"-~-·: - -· 
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARA '!US 
An equilibrium still designed for the simul ta.neous 
measurement of vapor-liquid equilibrium and heat of ~por= _ 
ization was constructed {12)o The equilibrium still is a 
recirculating phase, flow-.type: calorimeter which provides 
the proper thermodynamic pathf()r rneasuremen t of ecµ ilib~ium 
values and isobaric latent heats· _of vaporization at the va"' 
por composi tiono To eliminate contamination problemsi, the 
entire apparatus in contact with the system under study wa~ 
fabricated of glas·s and Teflono 
As can be seen on Figure 1., lieµ id is vaporized in 
an external reboilero Heat to the reboiler is supplied by 
two 4-foot 250 watt heating tapes wound around the glass 
tube of the boilero The glass tube used was flattened on 
the bottom to provide ~ran increased ~rea of heat tran~= 
fer to the liquido Vapor from the reboiler is directed up 
into a liquid reservoir in the equilibrium flaS'k which 
consists of a single bubble cap to provide for effective 
vapor-liquid contact. The vapor temperature from the re.,, 
boiler is measured by thermocouple TC-2 m. d the li cµ id 
temperature in the equilibrium pot by TC ... 5o A sample tube 
is provided to vt thdraw· equilibrium liquid for Erl. alysis., 
Vap·or from the equilibrium flask passes through a 
counter 0 current vapor-liqiid contacting section. This in-
- ... 
I 
- ·---·--
---~----.
 -
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sures tha.t licp. id from the conderteer above is saturat·ed a
t · 
the bubble pointo Temperature of the rising vapor is 
measured by TC-4, thermocouple TC-7 measures the tempera
-
ture of the liquid in the condensate reservoir 9 and therm
o-
.couple TC-9 is taped to the side of the contactor wall ain
d 
measures the temperature of the condensed vapor in equi~ 
librium with the liquid in the equilibrium flask. 
Heat is removed from the vapor with a standard West-
type condenser inserted into the contactor. Enthel py re-
moved in the condenser is measured by metering the coolin
g 
water flow and noting the temperature rise of the water 
(thermocouple TC-1). 'Ihis enthalpy represents the latent 
heat of the total mixture flowing at the vapor composit
ion. 
The condensate is collected and passed through a small 
Liebig cooler where the temperature is reduced from that 
of saturated liquid at the bubble point to approximately 
25°Co At this point it might be possible to measure the 
sensible heat effect of the solution but no attempt has 
been made to do soo The lieµ id is then collected in a. 
leveler which permits adjustment and observation of the 
lieµ id level in the co ndensa ta- reservoir. 
The liquid from the leveler represents the feed to the 
reboiler, i.e. recycle b~ck to the equilibrium flask. T
he 
liquid feed rate 1 s ·metered· wt th a rotameter in the line
 
and provis-ion is made for obtaining liquid samples. To 
l 
l 
.J 
l 
.J 
I 
I 
1 l 
l 
J 
l 
I 
I 
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To insure accurate determinaticn of feed rate, the rota-
, . 0 
meter is jacketed with water at 25,0 Co 
To minimize heat losses in the system and accompanying_ 
internal reflux, disruption of equilibrium, and er~ors in 
enthalpy measurements, it was found necessary to keep the 
heat losses below one percent. The use of simple insul<~ 
ating material would have produced too great a lasso Tr1ere-
fore, the principle of adiabatic walls was used to rc:;du-:e 
loss-es. Two lengths of aluminum pipe were used. or~.e a-
round the equilibrium flask and the other around. th-:1 \j.-, n.-
tactor. These sections of pipe were wound with hea·~\:-"2: 
tape and their t~mi:e ratures controlled to that wi1~h::i the 
apparatus o Insulation. was al so paced between the pipe:3 
and the apparatus as well as one the outside of the pipes o 
The condenser section was insulatedo 
The. cooling water system provides constant temperature 
coolant (25.00 t 0.02°c) at a constant controlled rate to 
the calorimetric condenser and to the cooling water· jacket 
of the fe,"d rotameter. This water is also used to sub= 
cool the saturated liquid 1B avihg the vapor-liquid con= 
tac tor. Temperature· cmntrol is provided by an on-off mer= 
· cury regulator controlling a 50-watt heaterc Water at cJn~ 
s-tm t head is r;irovtded by circ·1la.tion of the cooling '.vat;:;r, 
between the upper and lower tanks. 
Temperature measurement is provided by a Rubie.on Type 
I ,. 
.. 
/ 
.. )-
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B potentiometer and galvanometer used with copper=corn;te.n= 
tan thermocorpies. The instrument is accurate to ±005 
microvolts or 0.02°c for enthalpy measurement or lol micro= . 
volts or 0.05°C for ecµ ilibrium temperatures a 
The pressurein the apparatus is maintained at 760 
+ 
-0.1 mm. 
:\ 
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DESIGN CRITEREA 
Following i~ a brief description of the design cri= 
terea of the equilibrium still as presented by Koeckert. 
(12) 0 
lo Recirculating Path 
Flow calorimeters which would provide for either a 
single=pass or a recirculating path for the vapor phase 
1 
,i were considered~ Designs of the single=pass type have 
'I 
· J · been proposed by Dana ( 5) and .. modified by Tallmadge\ 
j Schroeder, Edminster~ m d Can.jar { 25) o This latter .Jype 
i 
offer5' the advantage of accurate measurement of flow rat(~ v 
but uncertainties in maintaining a constant lieµ id volume 
J j l and uncertainties in correction for heat leaks precluded 
j 
J confidence in enthalpy measurementso A variation of this 
l 
1 type has 9.lso been used by McCracken and Smith (15) m d 
1 Callendar and Barnes· ( 2 ) , but neither type was adaptable 
I 
i 
to vapor=liquid equilibrium measurementso 
The other alternative is a design in 'Which the moving 
vapor phase is recirculated through the apparatus until 
equilibrium is attained. The two chief advantages of this 
type are that the moving vapor stream follows the exact 
thermodynamic path required for enthalpy measurements and 
that vapor=liquio. equi11brium is assuredo The chief dis= 
advantage of this type of still lies in the difficluty of 
measurement of flow rateso Since it is inherently imprac= 
tical to remove material from the system, a. ball=type rota-
. •. : :- ,,._;>: ... ,,., - •. ,' • 
\ 
::·· 
; 
;,, 
-10"." 
meter was chosen as the most accurate of in=line flow 
measuring deviceso 
2o Vaporizer Design 
Two -typeis of devices to generate vapor within the. 
still were considered; in one case., condensate is 'tlapor= 
ized in an ex:terna.l reboil er and, in the other case 9 the 
condensate is circula. ted directly to the equilibriu.m cha:.n-
be:e prior to vaporiz-a.tion. Designs by Jones 9 S::'.hcorlbo:·n 9 
and, Colburn (IO) and Murti (15 1 16) incorporate vaportzation 
of the recircuJ.a ting phase prior to contact with the equi-
librium liq.iido The Othmer design (17 ,18~19) employing 
the direct return of recirculating liq.1 id to the eq_i. D.i= 
brium flask appears to insure establishment of the equi= · 
libri um liquid composi tiono The results of Swientoslawski 
seem to indicate that the vapor formed by boiling w1 thin the 
equilibrium flask is superheated perhaps because it is in 
in contact with the flask liquid for too short a time to es= 
tablish equilibrium. 
Since it is felt that truer equilibrium can be attained 
if the recirculating lieµ id is vaporiz·ed before contact with 
the equilibrium flask liquid, a tubular external reboiler 
has been employedo 
3. Constant Liquid Level 
To establish stea.dy.:.state for enthalpy mea.surements 9 
it is necessary to maintain ·fixed lieµ id levels in the sys-
tem. One lieµ id level is fixed at the inlet of the 
p 
I' 
-:11.1-
downsloping reboiler, and the quantity of liquid in the 
recirculating loop is fixed by the liquid level of the 
condensate collected from the condenser. The liquid quan-
tity at the point of hold~up ~- the equilibrium flask=-
is then also fixed. 
4o Enthalpy Measurement 
To isolate the latent heat and sensible heat effects, 
vapor must leave the m ndenser as saturated liq.i id so that 
the exact isobaric heat of condensation is removed in the 
condenser. It is likely that the vapor condensed in con= 
denser such as is designed for the apparatus could be sub= 
cooled; however, by providing effective contact between 
the downflowing liq.i id and upflowing vapors, the vapor 
will be partially condensed and the liquid reheated to its 
bubble pointo The net heat removed by the m ndenser is 
then the isobaric latent heat of vaporization. 
5o Pressure Control 
The various designs of recil•culating stills which use 
a closed s·ystem and regulate the pressure by the adjustment 
of heating or cooling offer distinct disadvantages for en-
thalpy measurement. The simplier method of pressure con= 
trol at one atmosphere involves use of a reflux condenser 
~onnected to a reserioir of confining gasa If the system 
is adjusted to a pressure of 760 mm Hg and sealed~ con-
densation of the vapor automatically maintains the inter= 
'" 
... ·----- - . -- --- - - -· 
----- ----~·-·----------- -----------
·--------------
j 
i 
1 
I 
! j 
{ 
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j 
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nal ·preesure at the control value·. 
60 Calorimeter 
In;volved in the measurement of enthalpy is measure-
ment of the temperature rise of the cooling water across 
the condensero To damp fluctuations in this temP3 rature 
difference caused by serging in the cco ling water line .11 a. 
holding tank ( cao 50cc) was placed in the water discharge 
line. 
i 
. ~ 
i 
i 
, 
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OPERATING PROCEDURE 
At the s'tart of the experimental' run 9 the equilibrium 
flask, the vapor-liq~id conta.ctor 1 the leveler 9 and the re= 
circulating lines are charged with the test mixtureo After 
adjustment of the temperature and flow rate oft he cooling 
water to the condenser and the liquid s~bcoolerD heat is 
mpplied to the adiabtic walls and the reboilel'o Fl.ow is 
then slowly s-tarteu until a steady-state boilir1g condition 
is reached and all liquid levels can be maintained at 
s-te,ady-state. The still is run in this manner until con-
stamt values of the liquid and vapor temper•a.tures int:~.~at6' 
that equilibrium is affected. The usual length of a. run is 
ffibout five hours. 
After equilibrium is attained, the cooling water rat6' 
is mea51lred. At the end of the run samples a.re taken of the 
11cp.1d fr-om-the equilibrium flask and of the condensed va-
por. Then the feed rotameter is calibrated with the conden-
sed vi:p or feed. 
!· 
I, 
i ! 
I 
r. 
I! 
i/ 
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THERMODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The following discussion is· applied to a thermodyna ... 
mic analysis of vapor-liquid equilibria in a closed syfftema 
Thermodynamic analysis starts from perfect solution and 
perfect ga&- behavior and, in the first appria.ch, lum.ps to= 
gather devia;.tions into empirical and theoretical correction 
factors. 
When two phas·es are present, each phase represents a 
complete system, and, for equilibrium to exist .between the 
phases, if the restraints of constant te~perature and pres-
sure are a:pplited to the sygtem, the free energy change is 
~ero if no means .of performing work is presenta 
To define the thermodynamic propertie3' of a solution 
of given mass, the onff additional. variablei in addition to 
temperature and pressure, intr·oduced is chemical potentiala 
Then for a small change in internal energy, the gener•al 
relationship is given by 
d ,=. -= - s- p1 r +- Vi:,/ P +- 'JA1, ' ,. ~ .,...1 ~ , JJ,) . ; VI.. -+- / ') 'IT, I J 1"11. ,, , r., f, fJ 111 • , . 1-
where F = free energy 
S = entropy 
;-= a.bsol ute temperature 
P = pressure 
V = volume 
,;M= chemical potential 
~=number of moles of 1, 2, 3, oo•• 
~=internal energy 
and the chemical potnetials are defined 
l-.:~ 
i} 
1 ·~ 
it 
! ,', 
. ' 
'i} 
. - ... , •.· ·•:-··~ ..•... :. __ ., . ·.•. ~ 
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The above equations apply to the· whole phase or to the 
whole of any multiphase systeme At·equilibfium 
( .2) 
From the definition of partial molal propertie~j the 
chemical potential of acomponent is equal to the partial 
molal free energy )'ii-:. f!· o Then on a molal basis for the· 
entire sys-t em 
The fugaci ty of a. component i is defined for a. cornpo= 
nent of a solution as follows: 
( A Ft.' : ~i. :. ff1' ~It).,. 
But since Equation (4) applies- a..t cons·t-ant t-ernpel:3ature, 
it cannot be substituted in~o Equation (3) as long as it 
is the total derivative of)'tas a. result of changes in 
,,. 
temperature as well as pressure and cornpositiono Therefore~ 
Eq.iation (4) is integrated from the low pressure ideal gas 
reference s·tate of the pure component to the· actual state 
of the component in the s·olutiono 
~~ -rt ~ ~r..J.>, .f~ - ~T µit_-* (fj 
where I"= the fugaci ty at a low pressure such that I'/'.: P"' 
· r~= free energy at the above reference state 
Differentiating Equation {5) with resp6ct to·temper= 
ature at constant pressure 
. r 
l/41~ = df[' +rer:A 1~ ~ lrh It cAr-1A-h. e:I, 
\ 
I \\ 
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. . .• .. ~ .. 
Combining Eqiations (5) and (6) 
( ~·
1 
- /1A;J :: J!.!. -~t - 1rr (. J.4.t'iJ ~ r I,~ { rrJp ..,. -r J. T /,o (7) 
· From the thermodynamic definition of free energy F::. 1-1--rs 
and for component i -tr.,; • .,A,t i: and ft ~ J.I-~ -i'!/. 
-~" +-.s, •. H//-r - NYr - st rs, - ~-r ( •~t),.. (~ 
.. ' 
where~= the entropy at the reference state 
·writing Equation ( 9) for the same temperature and 
pressure and in the same phase as the solution :tn which i 
is· a component, multiplication by X~and summation over all 
components 
(10J 
Derrivation of the Gibbs-Duhem Equation 
The Gibbs-Duhem Equation is a. relm.tionship deduced 
from thermodynamics to correlate the effects of composi= 
tion on all the components in.the mixtureo This relation-
ship is expressed mathematically as an equation between 
the chBlilge in fuga.ci ty of ea.ch component with the compo-
sition and may· be derived in the following manner: 
. ' 
The molal free energy of a solution at constant tem-
perature and pressure is given by 
/ 
.. ~-·-- ___ . -- . 
..... ,,.,.,-._,·- .· : 
,. 
,, 
\. 
:!'. 
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F~ -r "' / )(, ~ .,- )(,.. ~ + ,.., ~ ·'i- , .. •) ~ ~ .(1.1)· 
and a ince .,.A1 i: " ,='t,' _ 
r: ~ 7 ,:. / xv,,.,, +- ik'l,A,f'\ .. ~.; ,,M, + .. .... )e-r (1~ 
For any change in state this equation may be differentiated 
generallyo 
(AF).,:r-:. {)(, :J~, .,..,,M1-ix, +-J<~4M"-+,;M,.c,/)li. t,. ,J,,1 ('aJ 
At constant temperature and pressure Equation .( 13) 
reduces· to 
(AF)P:;-r~ ~,A~ "'~ ... J><,,.+ ,,,)~,-
Subtracting Equation (14) from (13) 
(x I J-A,#, -4-X l J~-,. ,j, • , ~ ,- ) /J 7"' ~ t) ~~ 
and since ~.,Mi " ~7'A ti, 
rx I (Jt"' 9 -t- X.._-( 'f-t.-, f,.) +- , r ,, 'It. o] L" ~, S>i,- ~1' 
Equation ( 16) is a general statement of the GibbiJ-Duhem 
rela.tionship and represents the restriction which thermo-
dynamics pla.ces upon the varie.tion of ·ruga:city with com-
.position for a two-phrose system in equili briymo When Equa-
tion (16) is applied to a binary system, it reduces to 
[17) 
Activity Coefficients 
The departure of a. solution from ideal behavior cam 
be repres·ented by an empirical correcti.on factor known as 
the activity coefficient, ~ • The numerical value o.f the 
i 
I 
~-' '~' . '- . ·'. ,_:.- ... -- . 
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activity coefficient is dependent both on the standard 
state and on the units of expression for composition. 
Commonly, the activity coefficient is defined as 
1't ,: .f.1/( f/xi) (1 ~ 
where./-{= fugacity of i at a standard state 
The a.ctivity coefficient is found to vary in the 
following ma~ner with pressure: 
where superscript - indicates a. partial molal quantity o 
At constant temperature 
(l!L\ - ~' . ~, "1-r - V' .. 
Since. dFi!e. t'(j,L.. .f.t 
ti and -1, 
~ A (.l,JI•,) .:-
~ P 
( 20) to 
;J 
both and applying Equation 
( :z.,) 
Similarly the activity coefficients are found to vary 
in the following manner 'Wl th temperature at constant pres ... 
S11re and cornpo~ition: 
From Equations (10) and (18) 
( .,~·h.) "C 6! I~ x 
The term~~· - ij ~ is the integral hea.t of mixing of 
compound i from its standard state to the solution of 
given composition both in the smie state of aggregation 
and pressure. 
The Gibbs-Du.hem Equation may also be expressed in terms 
.of activity coefficients: 
From Equation (17) substituting the definition of an 
activity coefficient in terms of fuga.ci ty 
~7Z':'.":~ ...... ' . ------·---.. -. ·.--- .. -·----- -- ·---
;, 
: ·~ 
:.::. (} 
'· iJ 
\· ~· 
1:.· 
·1·~ l 
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[~1 t~~!:)(J]e~' [){,.eA;~:Xa-)Jr· 
X r ~) -,1,,)( {~\ . ~ (d4 <r-1...\ 
I ~ I ~Xi I ll 1. - ~,)(\,, ) 
But X, ( }.£.w :;..1) -: ')(' }>Ci . ~ J 
~)(I )ti ~ )£1 
and similarly x ... (' d'~x~) ,. 1 
~ ')(--. 
[x,(t1t1YiHrr" [K,.(~~~r (;.J) 
Equation ( 23) is valid at constant temperature and 
constant pressure for non-electrolyte solutions. 
General Forms of the Gibbs-Duhem Equation 
Since Equation (23) applies only at conditions of 
s,,imul ta.neous cons t8Ilt pressure and temperature a1. d vapor= 
ization operation~ are carried out at either ronstm t 
temperature and variable pressure or oonstant pressure and 
varying temperature, modifications to the Gibbs-Duhem Equa-
tion a.re of considerable practical importance. Triese 
modifications follow the procedure of Ibl md Dodge (8 )o 
For a two component system Equ~tion (3) reduces to 
where ,Yhl\ = molal volume of the liquid phase. 
From ,; D -1,/x.;,"' r 1.,. "I! -f.,,. It,~) f .... "' 
and Equation {24) 
t~ 
I,.' .. ; ) 
1
1,:·;.: 
> 
I\ 
!' 
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a.t T constant (zs) 
. where Vi.Jt and-V,..• are the mean molal volumes of the pure 
liquids at the pressure and temperature· of the mixture, and 
the term ~-xv.~-(1-xjl{~ is, ·therefore, the molal volume 
change accompanying the mixingo 
Similarly, by writing Equation {9) for a two compo= 
where ti.~= ~ ,~: +- (1-¥) H~ -x:R, ... / 1->e) N-2, · 
1-l o = molal enthalpies of' the pure components in the 
ideal gas s tateo 
~ ~ = molal heat of vaporfzation. 
Applying the Gibbs=Duhem Equation 
d ~ (1-X) (~7J 
where Equation (27) is an exact form of the Gibb·s·=Duhem 
Equation va.lid at constant total pressure and variable 
temp er a ture. 
Ecµation (27) cam also be written in terms of activ-
ity coefficients 
(~~bJ-- -!~ ''-dl.h~ t/h.(1 ... ~) 
.... C I<' iii ,:. I,_..,.) H -i. - -,.::. H,'*- I /,-'1"111-.!] ~-... ~: 
at constant p (zB) 
,, 
f 
,_ .. ,,-·:··-:,.·=;;,. 
----------~ 
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where the terrn·"><µ,+(1'7C)IJ'~x~ .... (1...,c)W1.Pt is the molal in-
tegral heat of mixing. 
Equations (25) and (28) apply to either phase under 
consideration. The volumes and the enthalpie~ refer to the 
phase under considerati6n. However, for the vapor phase 
a.t low pressures the a.ctivity coefficients are near unitye 
In the lieµ id phas-e the unmodified Gibbs.,.Duhem Equation 
is usually applicable in the case of cons·tant temperature, 
variable pressure. 
Excess Thermodynamic Properties 
To predict vapor-liquid equilibrium in non-ideal sys ... 
tem~~ the concept of excess thermodynamic properties be-
come~ useful. It becomes possible to evaluate the devi= 
w.tion of the non-ideal solution in terms of the excess 
properties and activity coefficient~. 
When a mole of solution at standard state and unit 
fugaci ty is added to a. solutio.n a.t the same pressure and 
temp era ture 
0 f . 
/f-1 l ,.. ff -r fa-f ~ "'~ ~ - ~ T ~ 1,' 
Redefining the a.ctivi ty coefficient 
J-.: :a: I;. If/ x~ 
Defining/'_.. a.s the chemical potential at a pressure suffi;,. 
ciently small that 
/f/ ~/"ft~ 11 =- R,h ~ 
:(, 
., 
'/' 
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e 
where~, = excess chemical potential, 
Then, the 
$ 
excess free .energy F . per mole of solution 
(-:?I) 
Redlich-Kis'ter Equation 
One common method of representing activity coeffi~ 
cients· is that developed by Redlich and Kister (22), In 
this approach, excess free energy is related to cnmposi-
tion at conditions of C'onstant temperature and pressure 
by use of a series function with sufficient terms to ac~·· 
cura tely represent the experimental da;t0J., 
The function 9 for a binary mixture is defined by 
9: x, ~ Y,-,. x~ er~ (Y~ 
The function~ is zero for a perfect solution at any 
concentration and is also zero for any solution at the 
end points x1 = 1 and x2 = 1, Then the most suitable 
representation of q is 
~ = x, )("Lo [13+- C.(r,-><2.) -1- P ('K, -x\.,.) 7.- -1-- •• r] (-13) 
where the coefficients B,C,D are temperature dependent, 
and the term ~t~ provides for the zero value of~ at com-
positions corresponding to the separate pure components. 
If the activity coefficients are given by the relations 
'; 
I 
'; 
' t 
i 
I 
! 
/ 
, I 
Jr I• I .. 
I 
f. ' 
,, 
1·.' ;/,·, . 
•\ 
. 1,' 
A 
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then ~r, "x.: r /J 4-c ( :J>e; -x~) +-v{r,-x~J (fx, -><2) 
+ ..e· ('1t,-x .. ) "( 7-xl -'>!.,,) r .• .:. ,._7 · · ('J 4-) 
· . 4 ri. ~ ·'i<tf 1.3 +c..(x,-:1x1r) +- D( '>C,-~·J('x,- .sx,.J 
t·E (XJ-Y:1.),_(}t, ... ,'K-._)-,.,. "] . (34') 
Fo:r most applica:.tions, the following quantity is 
usedt 
h ( r,/ti-) "t dt:y/J.x, .. D lx,..-x).,. c{(i;x,x,. -,) 
+, /;(, K, -K ,.) (8 ~·'It,...-/) + t: 'fit,· ... xJ • (1,0'4><,:I )+ 'r {3 iR} 
Equation {36) is very useful for practical applica= 
ticbn since· th.e relation between relative vola.tili ty ~ 
and vapor pressures f; 0 andl",.0 of the components· is given 
by 
..l - ~' Xi./v - r~ P,-t:.J'J,.. P...o 
V' .. "/>., ~"I. - /tJ l. 1., 
if the vei.por is a perfect gas mixture. Since measure-
ments were all taken a:.t one atmosphere, this assumption 
is well justified. 
In general, Equation (36) is a convenient represen= 
tation since only the first term is required for a nearly 
perfect solution, two terms for a: less ideal solution, 
and only extremely imperfect solutions require as many 
aS' four terms. Thus, experimentBll data. on activity co .. 
efficients tor·· ·binary systems are correlated .by a. single 
expres~ion which is applicable a:.t the simultaneous cri terea 
of constant temperature and constant pressure. A. modifi ... 
cation of the Redlich-Kister Equation by Chmo and Hougen 
{ 3) has alleviated this difficulty and is discussed ba-
' i 
I 
' I j 
'· ~ 
i 
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lOWo 
To clarify this explanation an exact expression for 
excess molal free energy from exact forms of the Gibbs·= 
Duhem Equation will be derived. This. derivation has been 
performed by Van Ness ( ). 
From Equa:.tLons ( 5) and ( 6) 
r,,._,t...f..,AT-rehf"'cJT~ (..A•-rt\ )T (.n) 
. J ) 
Then, since P= J4 -,',1 and s/1 + t:/4 l'T :: l-1,:. ~IT 
~) . ~  ~ ~ -S/ ,,/,' + ( /' •.;. F'; Jo{/ r rfT _),.,.. ../-,, 
Multiply through by x~ and sum over all components 
i ){~ ~'- < - s:.{x~ tv/ Jd-r 
' + 
But £ ( X t I.J,, ¥t J .:: fl ~ j L ( Yi. /A,) = F" 
where 1..J~ = molal ideal gas enthalpy of the solution 
. F" = actual molal free energy of the solution 
Then, 
J.tx,:.·~.:.):: ~( H 'ir).~1 + tr1i)d1 + re-ri(K(~k IL) 
.,Vo(P.- .s olT ~ 2. f x,, ~.;) 
.s ''+- p IT : 1-1 / j 
fro4f+ t~~i) d,~ i(~dkli) (t/1) 
Writing Equation (40) for pure i at the same temper= 
ature and pressure in. the same phase as the solution in 
which 1 is .a component, multiplication byX; and summation 
o~er all components 
z(x~ Vt);,._.,p r 'i..lX~ 14L..i(tj ... ~(X'C H~) t?f-r e. ·/Xt' d~J-d · tt/d 
,e, . R.,.... . ;_ 
\ 
·. . \ 
. -25-
Let V--f.1 le.: v~) = Ll V the volume change on mixing 
·r\ - t{Xt ,~J: ti H th h. t. . f i i e ea o m x ng 
iX!!, t?tk(./-~ It"'') ~ ~ O<i dA h) 
then, ~ r;/P -~ olT: s_ ( Xi.e,,/L. n.) (Liz.) 
In terms of the molal free energy, if 
~ .. tx\. ~ ~,) -= x~,,t... ~ r~ +A 'r~ eA x L 
i()((..,J, .L-ri:) ~ ,( 'z../><tdki r~) - ~ l~tL ~xi..) 
tlP~T ~ ~(Xlh- r'i) 
then from Equation ( 42) 
&\ ( a~~r) " Ll ~r ,,1p - A %1 1. J-r d (tJ: p/,1,) tl/3) 
and integrating Equation ( 43) '"' 
ltd:.e6-\ _ ~F;I _ J~~P-j~ Af+i ~r:~i t'l11) l re,),. t rrfit - fr, rer.... // ).,-
, I I 
If the data are taken for a. phase at constant compo= 
sition, the last term of Equation (44) is zero and 
AH =-- -r/J v /_iJ\ -T'"( J.{ ,ap•/!)) };< J--r ) )( 
Equation ( 45) applies at the s imul tan eous restrictions 
of constant temperature and constant pressureo 
Chao and Hougen ( 3) have applied a. similar analysis-
to the Redlich Kister Equa.tiono Redlich and Kister relate 
excess free energy to composition by a series function 
~;. pE/~,~ ~K~[e+ C./0-'IC.,-) + Cf><,-i<1.) ~ 4 "] 
at constant temperature or··pressure. By using ·s;lightly 
different constants in the above equation as temperature 
or pt>essure are not independent variables, the following ):=:::J 
•. i 
• .. 'J··; 
·< 
.'I 
··~ '1 
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can be written for an isobaric process: 
Fe ""1eT X1 '/1-..[ C' .J-c '/1<, -Xs) -1, f) ' ( l<,-1<,_)'"-f , •• ) 
The exact at fferential equation is written 
[Jk ~~ /JA ([ IJ-r)P;>tidr+- {th r,/J:J-. ~)t1 ol.t. ~] f · 
and similarly for component 2. The· variation of activity 
coefficients wt th temperature at constant pressure and 
composition has been given by Equation (22) 
/i'7))f,x, -: (1-1~ - Hc)/RT" 
Combining Equations (22), (46), and the Gibbs=Duhem 
Relationship (Equation 23): 
[ ~~ r;_ ': _!: ..£.... 'r ::- -t ,Z 7 J.tv- x, d I>. JC...,. ) ~ . 
where ~ ir. _ ( A 1-l/t,~) ( d T/,lx, ) f 
tJ H-: ,../ -X, /..I~.- x:, Hlc 
and H, 1-Jf' ,. andµ.{ =molal enthalpies of the mixture and the 
pure components respectivelyo 
lJ.H = integral heat of solution in dissolving licµids in 
their standard state to form a. liquid solution of given 
composition at constant pressure and corresponding temper= 
ature. 
From Equation (47) 
{ ~ 
1 
J .t.... . r;- + 'f-... e,1 ,t;... r,.. -f ~ J )t, 7 P t 1t s) 
[
drE/~; . ~k.t C e)J.,.,.. r_ 
~>c,- ~k4j -4.t~ t- - d~ ~.._ 
=~ r, .... ~("~ f v.P ('I,) 
Equati<lm (49) ma:y be compared with Equation (43). as· 
. ·,, ,., 
------~r'...G'.!~~l'lrt\!rnlt..!l=tl'I~---
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Bipplied to an isobaric process.· As. described by Chao and 
Hougen ( 3 ) the values of Z are <ffiifficul t to determine o 
These values involve measurement of variations of temper-
a.ture with composition a.t constant pressure and measure= 
ment of heats- c,f solutions which involve hypothetical 
a,.tandard S".tates (the more volatile component at the bub~ 
ble point) o To avoid these measurements the effect of 
Z is included in the empirical equation for the ratio of 
the activity coefficients. 
I- 'ft/~ -::.b()(1--x,J +-c t~x,K.,-1) -1-o//K..,-~)(1-ex,xi.,) + .. , (f'&) 
· Combining with the Redlich-Kister Eq:uation 
h-. r,-:. X, Xl-[G ~c £ 'l<1 • 'xJ .J.. D(X1 -Ki.) ')..-r ~ , , ) 
- ><2. [ /, / x.~i<,) +- C ( ~f,X 7,. -1) ;-,;,/ { X,-x,.) (h, )(,_-I) f " J f:r I) 
and s-imilarly for k.( 1,. • 
Other Equations for Excess Free Energy 
An .. equation for excess free energy wa1.! deveioped by W:ohl 
(28 ) in terms of composition, effective molal volume, and 
volumetric fraction of the separate componentso 
where for component i 
Xt = mole fraction of i 
· i~ = effective molal volume 
'i- t = effective volume fraction 
. ,·:···' 
,, 
(' 
,, 
: _:~ 
.. ,; 
',( 
'<>.' 
·.:1,\•: ' ... ,, 
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Subscripts 1,h,j, md 1 correspond to the separate compo-
nents of the· mixture. 
o.. it\... ,al"',; = emp1rica:l constants 
)( i!. 
~~ ':l ~ ~ ;- z !1 ~=-
' ,,, 
where j = any component other than i. 
The term {t{t~ ~J\ represents the contribution due to 
the molecular interaction between unlike components in 
groups-· of two. · The term t1iz~jtA.tv,,J ig analogous for groups 
of three. As in the case of the Redlich-Kis ter Equation 
/ as niany empirical constants _as are required to represent 
the experimental data.. accurately may be us ed. 
For a binary system, a three suffix equation of the 
form of Equation (51) may be written 
Fe :::. "%'1 j;l. ia I "2..-1- ~,.. ;e-,_ j<1111,. +- 'i; i~ 3 ~ II'\, f-3) 
,e-r t.i X 't Z \,x).) 
and since i:1 + ~ .. -2 / 
Fa/,e7-=- ()Gt 1~/1,X:l-) i:ti:~~1f,(k;1,_f)Q.u~) 
+ i:),.. f, / u , ... -1- -:ta, ,,J] &4J 
By letting A ~ 61 ( µ,.,_ t j> et 1,.)J 
G= $, ( 2';\ ,~+ 3~11-,..) 
Equation (54) becomes 
F£/,e;• /x, -t 1•1ix ... ) 'e,'i:.,Ji, % .. iJ Hj.. A J 
By expressing x in terms of z 
~ r,, ~ ~ )..[~ -+2(r.3f•/f-a- -A)~ 1J 
~ d' ),,/ ':l, ,. [a+ 2 / J4 ,,,1,~ - IJ) 2;,] ' 
(S't,J 
I J" 7} 
\ 
' '\ . 
t 
·i 
'I 
:i ,, 
-~·. 
;J..1 
: ··.i 
i.J; 
: ~/J 
i '; 
i: f:: 
i :J 
I, 
!r 
1• 
I'· 
:.!.' 
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When C:V;'f, reduces to one, then Ecµations (56) and (57) 
become the Margules Equations: 
~ r, C x.,,,. r A i- 1-( o-A)~ iJ 
.4. '(._" "X1'\. [_ c ~ 2..(A-. -a)x.,,J 
When1,~,~ A/~, Equations (56) and (57) reduce to the two-
suffix form of the equations as developed by Van Laar (26)o 
~ Y, z Ax..,,. 
{Ala X, +Xi.),.. 
Gaseous Mixtures 
· The foregoing considerations of thermodynan ic equi-
librium as applied to activity coefficients· were derived 
to account for non~ideality in the liquid phaseo For a 
description of behavior of gaseous mixtures it is desirable 
to substitute a quantity analogous to the activity coef-
ficient called the fugacity coefficiento T:h.e fugacity co= 
efficient, fL, of the component i is defined by 
·1-i. "lo ~~ tit p 
The fugacity coefficient is calculated from P-V-T 
data or any equation of state by means of 
.A.,. f ~ ' L~ ~,-1) r) P/p 
where t.~ " P V.: /~T and is called by partial J;11.0lal compres-... 
ibility factor. Y; is the partial molal volume of compo-
nent i. 
• < - .-.--;-.--, :·- ~ - ... 
.:,; 
); 
,·_.  
'
,·_.;_,_ . )' 
l 
:;_l 
··~ 
J 
.. ! .), 
·1~ 
,_:.!·· 
·, 
,.' 
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Pres,sure, dependence of the thermodynamic properties_ 
in the gas phase presents no problems a:s long as the pres=· 
sure remains lowo Since the scope of this project in-
volves only atmospheric pressure measurements·, ideality. 
of the gas phase may be assumed to ·be val id, and the be= 
ha.vier of gaseous mixtures wl 11 not be considered furthero 
Testing 'Experimental Data 
One of the simplest tests of the validity of thermo-
. . 
dynamic data. is obtained by.the integration of the Red= 
lich-Kister Equation (Equation 36) o 
Since the excess free energy of the solution, Q, is zero 
then 
If),..., l Y, /'(~ is plotted a.gains t X 1 , the area above the 
abscisisa axis· must equal that belowo This condition ap-
plies strictly for an isobaric process only at constant 
temperatureo Generally,. it can be applied to data. in a 
moderately small boiling intervalg 
Noting the results of Equation ( 47), it is possible 
that at non-isothermal conditions the negative and posi-
tive areas may not be equalo 'lb.is difference may then be 
<iHu.e to the "1Z" effect and not to inconsistent measurementso 
: ~ 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
i 
,:,'.,, 
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ENTHALPY~ 
CONCENTRATION DIAGRA..'M 
Construction of the enthalpy-concentration diagram 
may be divided into two partso First, construction of 
the liquid portion of the diagram which requires knowledge 
of 
(1) Isobaric specific heats of the pure lieµ id compo= 
nents. 
(2) Heat of solution da.ta Of the components at a refer-
ence temperature and pressure. 
(3) Isobaric specific heats of the mixture fro~ the 
reference temperature and pressure to the bubble 
point of the mixture. 
Second, construction of the vapor portion of the dia-
gram which requires a lrn.owledge of 
(1) Isobaric la.tent heat of vaporization of the mix= 
ture ~t the reference pressure. 
{ 2) Liquid-vapor equilibrium data. 
If the enthalpies of the pure components· are equal to 
z,ero a.t a. S',tanda.rd state t = 32° F and P = 1 a.tmos phere., 
. t 
ff l • . X (1-1.) ,i..(1~)M.,. + AHM +- j{cr,,Ji,,. ~T 
. t~ 
where It .. f fM(B) eAP + 1~ J. p -
' - r. ~e/t,, Cp, ~' 
o io 
CJ UM = heat of miximig 
~., r 
'. ! : 
I', 
:. _/ 
,, 
i 
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Cf, =- molal specific heat of component 1 
Cf& 1. =- :molal specific hea.t of the mixture ~ = S1tandard st ate temperature of the· liquid 
Po = saturation pressure of the compound corresponding 
to to , 
-1.. ~ = reference temperature at which the heat of mixing 
is known 
'f.(( 
-i j cf\. ..J.., 
to 
For liquids, however, the pressure integral is neg= 
ligible and Equation (58) reduces to 
!
' ~ ~ i 
I\ • ><, c,., pl ft /<1-i tr, .. .,Ip+ A UM ..... f:.c,.\ ,,.,_d T 
, :ot
0 
t'\ ii\ 
The enthalpy of the vapor at the dew point is then 
equal to 
H -s /,4 ,_ '-' ~ ,, 1-
where l 1
1
1,. = molal latent heat of vaporization at the 
temperature and pressure of the liquid at its 
bubble point. 
The scope of the present investigation includes the 
measurement of vapor-liquid equilibrium data and of the 
molal la.tent heat data required to construct the diagramo 
Assuming that, in general, specific heat data is available 
for most pure oompounds, then data. remaining to be measco 
ured include the heat of mixing at a refer:ence temperature 
and the specific heat of the solutiono A number of methods 
are available for ~he measurement of these data, and to 
complete the thermodynamic system the scope of futur·e in-
vestigations will be expinded to include them. 
-~,-~.~~-,.,.,.~ .... .......----------- ··-
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An intereS'ting r,elationship · existi; between the heat 
of mixing of a.. solution and vapor pressure data and the' 
erorcess free energy of solutions. By,means of Equation 
{45) the heat of mixing can be calculated from experimental 
values taiken a.t constant temperature and rut varying pres= 
sure along the saturation curve. From these values the 
activity coefficients and excess free energy values may 
be calculatedo 
ll/.lr1-; -T.,._(.JAFE./7_\ +- TlJv(#) . (LlfJ 
~ T /s~X: 1~ ,x 
As the present investigation is restricted to constaI1t 
pressure, the variation of temp era ture w. th pres sure can-
__) 
not be calculated, and of course the:: above expression can-
not be evaluated. 
l·. 
. i \ 
'\ 
·, 
I' 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
. To check the design of the equilibrium still, the 
binary sys;tem, ethanol-water, wa:.s use·do It wa$ felt that, 
if vapor-liquid equilib!'ium resmltB' canpared favorably to 
thoS'e of other investigator~ and the results were thermo= 
dynamically consistent, the va1idity of the vapor-liquid 
equilibrium measurements would be substantiatedo Latent· 
hea:.ts were to be compared vt th those of Bosnjakovic ( 1 ) 
a..nd those of Smith, ,Kuong, Brown, and White (24) u 
Analyses· were ma.de by a modified method of Karl Fis'C.her 
( 14) for water.. Ethanol was determined by difference· ex= 
cept in the range of low alcohol concentrations ( less than 
20%w) wherff refractive indexes were: usedo 
A.bS'olute · ethyl alc.ohol of USP grade supplied by 
United StateS' InduS'trie$ was used withqut further puri~ 
ficationo 
VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBR TUM DA TA 
The vi:p or=liquid equilibirium data obtained in this, 
s·tudy are presented in Table lo Activity coefficients 
were calculated from the definitions (Equation 18)o In 
computing the vailues the vapor pressure~ were interpolated 
from data in the Interna.tional Critical ·Tables { 9) and 
---- ---·--
·' ., ..... ,·. 
. ,-· ·---. ' -
f:: 
1: 
i:: 
\ 
!\ 
. \\· .. 
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-
the vapor pressures- of wa:.ter from the da:.ta of Kennan and 
Keyes ( 11). 
The da. ta. a.re also plotted on a temperature-composi-
tion diagram { see Figure 2) a:nd compared with what ii! 
considered reliable data of other investigator~ (20, 4,lO)o 
In the liquid :region, the best line through the, data points 
of this work does not deviate from the values of the 
+-
other investigators· by more than -o.2°c.. In the vapor re= 
gion, the best line through the ·data of this work does 
not deviate from the- da.ta of other·. inves:tigators by more 
. + . P-than -0. 6 C. This .is considered an adequate repre>sent8!..,. 
tion of the data1. since the: deviations among the compa.ri= 
tive data are as much as 0.3°0 in the liquid phase and O~BfC 
in the vapor phase. 
Calculated values of the a.cti vi ty coefficients of 
e-thanol and water were also plotted { see Figure 3) and 
compared to the values obtained by Otsuki and Williams 
( 20) and Jones, Schoenborn, and Colburn (10). The values 
of activity coefficients do not deviate by more than 2% 
from those of the other investigators·. 
\ The applicability of the Van Laar Equa.tion was deter-
mined by calculating the values of A and B from the values 
of the activi tY coefficients f:1rom a smoothed curve at the· 
liquid mole frac_tions of 0.2, 0.4, 006, and o .. s; The values 
of the activity coeffici~ntl! determined fr:om these con-
\ 
_j_,_ 
l 
l 
1 
. -._, •.. ·r.•·::· 
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stants are compared in Table 3 with the experimental value~ 
obtained from the smoothed. curveo The clce e e:.greement ·Ob-
tained from this comparison indicates that the data fit 
the prediction of the Van Laar Equa:.tion. Therefore)) it 
appears that a two oonstant equation is a suitable repre-
sentation of the ethanol-water vapor-liquid .equilibrium 
system. 
A
8 
seen in Equation (59) a method of testing for the 
consistency of the experimental vapor-liquid equilibrium 
data. is the use of Scatchard's free energy of mixing a.e-
~hown by Redlich and Kister (2l)o 
)(d . 
q .. f ~ r.1-r.t?i.x C 0 
l:.o 
The condition of constant temperature and constant 
pressure must be simultaneously imposed on the above equa. .... 
tion. Since the temperature range involved in the ethanol= 
water system is small, the assumption that the effect of 
this temP3 ra.ture change is negligible. will be madeo The 
values for the ratio of the activity coefficients vso 
the mole fraction ethanol in the liquid are plotted on. 
Figure 4. · The integrated areas of the positive and nega.= 
tive segments of the plot agree within 4%; indicating 
thermodynamic conststency of the experimental datao 
A further check on the internal consistency of the 
experimental data. is provided by mea;.surement of the tem-
perature of the condense~ vapor in equilibrium w1 th the 
:l 
. l 
. .I 
' i I 
,:j 
' ~ 1 
' · I
·'.-1 
l 
-1 
:1 
j j 
l 
:j 
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s-atura ted liquid in the equilibrium pot, This re lat ion-
ship is illustrated on the following temperature composi-
t.ion · diagram, Thermocouples used for ea.ch measurement 
Slre also indicated. 
T 
x 
The temperatures measure_d by thermoccniple TC-9 should 
fall on the saturated liquid line a.t the composition of 
_ the vapor leaving the equilibrium poto In this investi= 
atton, the satura.ted liquid and vapor lines were first es= 
tablished, and then the temperatures measured by thermo-
couple TC-9 were plotted. As- can be seen on Figure 5 the 
+ 
agreement is reasonably good ( less than -·o. 2° C average de-
viation) thus further substantiating the consistency of the 
equilibrium data. 
La.tent Heat of Va.pori2'Ja.tion Data 
Due to operating and experimental difficulties en-
countered with the first nine runs, the experimental la:.-
ten t heat va:.lues deviated by as much as 6-7% from the re ... 
ference values and show no sy:r.tematic errora It was 
\ 
---------------
------
,- ... '- ,• - ··~ .: - .. ~·:--:;· .· ·~: ·:' 
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found that theer.e Ja::rge errors· were caused by ina.ccuracies 
in calibrating the rotameter and by a surging encounte·red 
in the cooling water erystem. After these difficulties 
were corrected, exper.iemntal valuesi of latent heat for 
the rema.ining runs were in all ce:.ses within 2% of the ref-
ere·nce values of Bosnjakovic. 
Latent heats were calculated by a. heat balance as de= 
l termined by the following equation:-
! wi.w Cp c,,!, :. )... rw-..s + G? 
I 
I 
. ' 
' 
. i 
l 
I 
1 
.' j ; 
where · ~ = ma.ss of water flowing per minute 
. Cp = specific heat of water 
crt1 = difference in water inlet and outlet tempera.= 
tures ~ = mass of sys·tem flowing per minute 
~= isobaric latent heat 
(S? = heat leak ·correction. There is an opportun= 
ity for heat tran&.fer between the adiabatic 
wall (the upper aluminum cylinder) and the 
condenser jacket water. Heat transfer was' 
dependent only on the tempera.ture of the aiJ. ... 
uminum wall and waS', found to be 13., 18, and 
23 cal/min a:.t 80, 90, and 100°C res·pectivelyo 
These ve.l ues, which represent approximately 
5% of the total hea:t load, were included in 
the latent heat evalu&tions. 
The reference enthalpy date:. for the pure components· 
were taken from the International Cr'itical Tables (9 )o 
The reference entha:.lpy dat~ for the mixtures was determined 
by Bosnjakovic ( 1 ) and by Smith, Kuong, Brown~ and White 
(24 ) • The results of these two investigations. are com-
pared with the results of this vor.k on Figure 6. and in Table 
6.:. It was found that experiemntal results compare to with= 
in 2% of the values .of Bosnjakovic and to wl thin 4% of 
y 
,, 
:1 
'.1 
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those Qf Smith et a.l, 
The sa.tura:.ted liquid line on the enthalp1•composltion 
diagram was calculated· for this work by ·the same method a.a 
us·ed by Smith et al. Dro.ta. for the heats· of mixing of eth-
ainol-wa•.ter and the s-peoific heSl.tS' of the pure components 
are available in the Intern~tional Cti ti cal Tables C 9 ) o 
Heats· of solution data. are ta.bula.ted in Table 5o The en-
''I :1 thalpy-conoentrmtion &a.gram for· the ethanol-water syf!'.tem 
·\ j 
J is pres,ented on Figure 6. 
·1 
::-.1 
l ' ii 
j 
,, 
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OPERA.TIONAL CONSIDERA.TIONS 
The following is a list of current signifigant -consid-
erations in the operation of the equilibrium still. 
1. The lieµ id leaving the condenser may be cons'idered sat= 
ura.ted (i.e. at its· bubble point) since its temperature 
as measured by thermocouple TC-9 corresponds to that of 
the bubble point temperature. 
2. Surging of the vapor through the equilibrium flask 
was reported by Koeckert (12). This has been eliminated 
by reducing the liquid holdup on the equilibrium tray 
from about 400 ml to a:bout 200 ml, 
3. It is felt that errors in measurement of the system 
flow rate have been reduced to below 1% since the repro= 
ducibility of duplicate measurements was in all cases with= 
in 0.5%. 
4. Surging in the m ndenser cooling water flow rate as de= 
termined by the absence of cyclic fluctuations in the in-
let and out.let temper11ture difference and by constant 
cooling water flow rates measured in duplicate was con-
sldered eliminated. 
5. · From calibrations of the · thermocouple TC_-1 by Koecker_t 
(12), it is felt that errors in the reporducibility and 
stability _of enthalpy meausrements would not exceed 0 .. 3% 
. ' 
. of the measured potential. From calibrations of the re-
-~ - ---·-- -· .-.,....._,_.c.-~ ..... - _____ , ___________ ---------- --~-- -
I 
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met ning thermoc~uples, it is felt tha.t erro'rs in temper- . 
ature measurement wOuld not exceed Oo05!!>Co 
.6. An unexpected heat leak was encountered when it w~s 
found tha.t tht, vapor rising from the· ecp ilibrium flask could 
;1 transfer heat to the condensed liquid in the condensate· 
i col:).ector. The temperature of this lieµ id was, at equili b= 
;J 
! 
1 
1 
l 
:I 
·1 
., 
1 
rium, as much as 98 C less than the temperature of the vai.:por 
from the equilibrium flask. The difference in temperatures 
between this superheated liq.i id and sa:tura,ted liquid as· 
measured res·pectively by thermocouples TC-7 and TC=9 indi-
cated the extent of hea.t transferred. This temperature 
difference amounted to as much a.s 3·0c. 
Since this heat transfer represented a net heat loss 
to the system, a like amount of heat must be supplied as 
superheat to the vapor leaving the reboiler. The S1.1per= 
heat supplied and the heat loss are compared in Table • 
From this table it can be seen that the maximum heat loss 
is less than 0.7~ of the total. To eliminate this loss, 
it is recommended.that the condensed liquid reservoir be 
removed from contact with the rising vapor and be placed 
outside the upper adiab~tic waJ.l. 
8. To insure that a. large pressure drop through the a:ppar= 
atus did not cause errors in vapor-liquid equilibrium { 
mea.eu.rements, Koeckert (12) calculated the pres sure drop· 
of the flowing vapor. It was found to be negligible (lo5 
x 10-3 mm Hg). 
l' 
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CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
The reflux design for la.tent heat measurements has 
proven to be __ a promising device w1 th but two limitations: 
1. Heat transfer between vapor. from the equilibrium flask 
and the condensed vapor in the condensate chamber has caused 
a heat loss in the system. It is proposed to alleviate this 
situation by relocating the condensate chamber away from 
intimate con tact with the upflowing vapor. 
2. Heat transfer from the adiabatic wall to the cooling 
water used for enthalpy measurements has necessitated the 
use of a factor to correct for this-error in enth8!lpy mea-
surements. 
There are certain limitations imposed by the present 
des.ign on the utility of the apparatus: 
1. Datai. are restricted to one atmosphere pressure. 
2. Systems are restricted to intermedi. ate boiling sub-
s:ta.nces· which can be condensed with 25° C cooling water 
and which a:i:,e ... eomple.tely: mie..cibl:~ in each othero 
3. In addition to the enthalpy and vapor ... liqu id measure-
ments from the proposed apparatus, heats of solutions and 
specific heat data. a:re necessary to complete an enthalpy= 
concentration dia.gram. 
In spit.e of the above conside.rations, it is felt that 
data from the ethanol-water system. have proven the applic-
ability of this new design to the simultaneous meas.urement 
I 
I 
.i 
.j 
1 
•I 
I 
.. 
I 
I 
l 
I 
l 
l 
·1 
l 
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of ]atent heat and vapor-liquid equilibriumo It- is hoped 
ot incorporate a method of measurement of heats of mixing 
and isobaric specif 1c heats of mixtures-- into the ~mope 
of the project so that the complete thennodynamic net-
work necessary for· the construction of enthalpy-oompo-
sition diagrams can be determined. It may also be pos-
sible to apply the apparatus to l!-YS1tems of three compo-
nents, 
·---~-----------
•• • ; • ' I ~ ._: • ."• ... : • 
i. 
\ 
,1 
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TABLE 1 
VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM DATA EtOH-H20 
Liqo Vapol 
Liq·o Vap. Temp Temp 
Run No. 
..h.. ~ ~c. '-c 
- -
l 12.5 48.8 85o2 8loZ 
2 1006 4508 8601 80o7 
4 5 .. 0 35.3 90.0 81.2 
6' 80 .. 5 81.4 78.3 78o3 
7 68.9 74.1 7806 78.4 
8 60o2 69.5 79.2 78 .. 6 
9 64.3 71,3 79 .. 1 78.6 
10 55.6 67. 5 79o5 78,8 
11 40.3 62,5 80.2 78.8 
12 40.3 61.9 8006 79o2 
13 32ol 57. 2 8106 79.7 
14 31.5 57.1 8108 79o7 
15 13,5 48.4 84.7 80.0 
16 8.5 41.1 87,2 80.4 
17 3.3 27. 2 91.9 82.,-0 
·18 2.1 19.9 94.3 82.11 
20 98.7 98.5 78.2 78.12 
21 92.6 91.7 78.3' 78.2 
(1). As measured by thermocouple TC-9o 
(2). As measured by thermocouple TC-7. 
Condensate2 
Temp 
"C . 
8lo5 
8lo7 
8lo3 
78 .. 2 
78.,4 
7808 
7808 
79o0 
79ol 
79o3 
80.0 
80o0 
80.9 
81 .. 7 
84.7 
8506 
78.2 
78 .. 3 
., 
}· '.';/ 
t 
~':.. J. 
• .. , ·,--... , •' 
\ \\ . 
Run 
No~ 
-
]l 
2 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
.. · 
18 
20 
I C 
2! 
._1; I 
TABLE 2 
· EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS EtOH-H20 
Llq_o 
Temp. Mole r,. 
~EtOH " fEtOH 
"C ~tOH EtOR p H20 VEtOH_ 
85.2 0.125 0.488 995 418 2o98 
1.05 
86.1 0.106 0.458 1020 455 3.22 
1.01 
90.0 0.050 0 .. 353 1180 525 4.55 
0.999 
78.3 0.805 0.814 760 332 l.01 
2.18 
78.6 0.689 0.741 770 ~36 1.07 
1,88 
79.2 0,602 0.695 785 345 loll l·,;~ 
7~.1 0~643 0~713 782 343 
1.08 1. 8 
79~5 0~556 0.615 795 3~8 lol6 
1.!o 
80.2 o.403 0.625 825 360 lo43 
1~ :5·s 
80~~ 0.403 O~ql9 835 :365 
lo40 1,33 
81. 6 o. 32.i 0.572 865 378 lo56 l,
~7 
81~8 0;,315 0~571 870 381 1.58 1.2e 
84.7 0;135 0;484 970 430 
2o8l 1.055 
81 .. 3 o.Q~5 ci O 41:I. 1070 4?5 3.41 
1.030 
91.9 0.033 0~272 12.60 565 4
.97 i~b12 
94,.3 d;021 d.199 !4:30 
,,\,, 1~000 625 5.03 
d.98'7 0.985 331 
. • ' • - J 
'78;2 7Q5 1.01 
2. 6,t. 
78~3 Ch926 b;917 332 golS~ 7,~0 0.990 . ,, • I ·,.';' 
:', 
., 
i 
-:1-. ;';!J;_ .......... :A1:··~ 
,·) 
~ 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED FROM 
VAN LAAR CONSTANTS AND EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED VALUES 
Van Laar Equa.tions: 
A 
),.. (. ~ [ I+ O(~~]~ 
.,e._ '( V • [, ,jo ,ft /-,Cj_ r 
,Ax 
where from a average of experimental data A was found to 
equBll 0.775 and B 0.378. 
MOle fro From Van Laar Constants Experimental Values 
EtOH (1 ~-- _lj,_ ...il&. 
- -
0.10 3.10 1.03 3.19 1.03 
0.20 2.1r 1.11 2.17 lolO 
0.30 1.66 1.22 1.69 lo22 
0.40· 1,38 1,34 1.41 1.31 
0.50 1.21 1.48 1.25 1.46 
0.60 1.11 1.63 1.13 lo64 
0.70 1.05 1.81 1.05 lo93 
0.80 1.02 2.00 1.02 2o23 
- ------·-----,- ... -·~··· - .. '"".....,_--~---·-----------· 
.. ,. .. 
·.~ 'i 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF HEAT TRANSFERRED AT. THE CONDENSED LIQUID 
RESERVOIR AND SUPERHEAT FROIIREBOILER 
Heat Transferred · NetvHea.t 
Superheat From a.t Condensed Liqo Loss 
Run No. Reboiler {l).' Reservoir (l)o. . %of"'Total 
1 1.6 2.8 0.4 
2 0.2 1.0 0.3 
4 0.1· 0.1 o~o 
6' o.o OoO o .. o 
7 o.o 0.1 OoO 
8 o.o 0.2 0.1 
9 o.o 0.1 o.o 
10 o.o o.o o.o 
11 o.o 0.2 o. 1 
12 o.o 0.1 .o. 0 
13 o.o 0.3 0.1 
14 o.o Oo3 0.1 
15 o.o 0.6 0.2 
16 0.9 3.3 0.7 
17 0.9 2.7 0.5 
18 0.7 2e7 0~6 
20 o.o o.o· o.o 
21 o.o o.o o.o 
( 1) • Cal/ gm-min, 
·--·---- ~-.~ .... --------~--- ---···-·· ~------· 
.. ··----··-------- --- -· 
\ 
'.\ 
- ·, .. ·..:..·-···-
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TABLE 5 
HEATS OF SOLUTION FOR ETHANOL ... WA.TER( l) 
' 
.,---·-·-·=-=-'----'---
Mole% t = 0°C t ::: l7o33•C t = 42a05'C 
H20 Q Q' Q Q' Q· QV 
5· .088 .0044 0042 .0021 00029 
000015 
10 .176 00176 0092 .0092 .0063 
000063 
15 .289 .0433 .167 .0250 .013 
000195 
20 .410 .0820 .251 .0502 0023 
.00460 
25 .498 .124 .335 0 (!)84 0042 .0105 
30 .590 .207 .423 .150 0075 
.0263 
35 .691 .242 .519 .182 0109 
00381 
40 .824 .330 .636 .254 ol67 
0 0661?" 
45 lo004 .452 0757 .340 .243 
.105 
50 1.251 0626 .946 .473 0343 
0172 
55 1.523 .838 1.201 .660 .465 
.256 
60 1.900 1.14 1.507 .904 0649 
o:389 
65 2.385 1.55 1.925 lo25 0870 
.559 
70 3.038 2.13 2.478 1 .. 73 lo209 
0845 
75 3.972 2.98 30218 2.34 1.691 
1Q2'7 
80 50428 4.34 4.269 3.42 ·2. 356 
1.88 
85 7.407 6.30 5.821 4.94 3.28]. 2o79 
90 9.856 8.88 7.801 7.03 4.528 
4.07 
95 12.54 11.92 9.818 9.32 6.36 
5.93 
( 
Mole% 
H20 t,0 c Q' 
64.0 77.0 ... Q.078 
84.3 79.2· +0.159 
Q :, kilojoules heat evolved per mole of water 
Q' = kilojoules heat evolved per mole of mixture 
lo International Cr.t tical Tables, Vol. V, 137, 138~ 148, 
154, 159, McGraw-Hill Book Co., NoYo (1928). 
\ 
····. ;\, . 
Run No. 
l(f 
11 
12 
13 
14. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
20 
21 
22 
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TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF LA.TENT HEAT DATA EtOH-R20 
Vapo Comp. 
Mole·fr. 
EtOK 
0.675 
0.625 
0.619 
0.572 
o. 571 
0.484 
o.411 
0.272 
0.199 
0.985 
0.917 
0.000 
· · Lmte.nt HemtB, Btu/lb 
This Work Ref. · (r) Ref o (zq) 
462 
482 
472 
508 
493 
550 
585 
694 
774 
367 
379 
962 
4.60 
4.84 
486 
503 
503 
548 
580 
690 
756 
370 
382 
972 
473 
495 
497 
516 
5]6' 
563 
603 
695 
753 
375 
378 
972 
\. 
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FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 3 
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